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genes known to be involved in male-specific differentiation are
shared with developmental pathways in the hermaphrodite.
Hox genes pattern the morphogenesis, neurotransmitter expres-
sion, and probably the axon targeting of 36 ray sensory
neurons. Genetic screens for Hox gene regulators resulted in the
identification of two genes with a global regulatory function
that appear to be the counterparts of PRC1 Polycomb genes,
widely conserved genes that are absent from the C. elegans
genome. Genetic screens for mutations affecting ray neuron
differentiation have identified a new member of the hetero-
chronic gene pathway. egl-35 mutant males, though morpho-
logically normal, lack all adult male reproductive behaviors.
egl-35 encodes a histone exchange factor, suggesting that a late
step in nervous system maturation involves the activation of
genes by histone exchange.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.03.122
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The sense organs of the vertebrate head comprise structures
as varied as the eye, inner ear and olfactory epithelium. In the
early embryo, these assorted structures share a common
developmental origin within the pre-placodal region and acquire
specific characteristics only later. Here we demonstrate for the
first time a fundamental similarity in placodal precursors: all are
specified as lens prior to acquiring features of specific sensory
or neurogenic placodes. Lens specification becomes progres-
sively restricted in the head ectoderm, initially by FGF and
subsequently by signals derived from migrating neural crest
cells, to ensure correct positioning of the lens next to the optic
vesicle. We show that FGF8 from the anterior neural ridge is
both necessary and sufficient to promote olfactory fate in
adjacent ectoderm. Our results reveal that placode precursors
share a common ground state as lens and progressive restriction
allows the full range of placodal derivatives to form.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2007.03.123
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Mammalian taste primordia are first evident at mid-gestation
as an array of lingual epithelial thickenings called taste
placodes, which evaginate to form taste papillae. Taste buds
then differentiate in papillae around birth. Sonic hedgehog
(Shh) is expressed in taste placodes as they first form, and
expression persists within a subset of papilla epithelial cells
during morphogenesis. To determine how Shh-expressing taste
placode cells contribute to the genesis of mature papillae and
their resident taste buds, we did lineage analysis using inducible
cre recombinase driven by the endogenous Shh-promoter
(Harfe et al., 2004) to indelibly mark Shh-expressing taste
placode cells and their descendents. Initially, Shh-expressing
placodes consolidate in the lingual epithelium in a medial to
lateral spatiotemporal gradient. Descendents of Shh-expressing
placodal cells are mitotically quiescent, while interplacodal
epithelium, not derived from Shh-expressing cells, proliferates
extensively. Importantly, Shh-expressing placodes contribute
exclusively to taste buds, and not to adjacent taste papillae.
Thus, taste placodes are taste bud progenitors, which, we now
propose, signal to surrounding lingual cells to induce and
organize papilla morphogenesis. This resolution of the fate of
taste placodes directly links initial taste organ development to
adult taste buds, allowing us to better define the development of
this system. We are now mapping the precise contribution of
Shh-expressing placode cells to the heterogeneous population
of cell types of mature taste buds.
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